Our Socialist Brothers in Be-nighted Shasta County
Making a Grand Fight for a Principle.

The Western Federation of Miners, which, for years, has been fighting for the
Communalist idea, is now registering in a
completely new field. The Western Com-
pany of Companions, at Kewick Smelter,
Saturdav, December 27, 1922.
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Money Needed

The bulletin containing the platform of the Socialist Labor party, with the printed plan of its candidates, 100,000 of which were distributed, was_WINDOWS_ taken up by Comrade Alderman of Sacramento, who had to be personally responsible for the payment of the printers. Much of the money was subscribed by the candidates, but there is a balance still due of $600. It would be appreciated if the Socialists would fill the bats on Comrade Alderman. Everyone who desires to contribute should send direct to Comrade Williams, New Exchange Building, Sacramento.
The Death of the Cannon King

The sudden death of Herr Krupp, the German millionaire and manufacturer of the world-famous cannon, is a tragic event. Herr Krupp's death, which has caused a profound effect throughout the world, is a loss that has not been experienced for many years. Herr Krupp was the owner of the Krupp steel works, and his death is a great loss to the steel industry. Herr Krupp's contributions to the steel industry and his efforts to improve the quality of steel are well known. He was a man of great vision and determination, and his work has had a profound effect on the steel industry. His death is a great loss to the world of industry and commerce.
The Social Revolution
By Kent Kelly

Chap. 5. - The Reforming Down of the Bourgeoisie

Quite different is it with those sections of the petty bourgeoisie which have not allowed itself to be lured into the ranks of the big capital, but stand on the verge of the revolutionary processes. They are not the humble and dull following of their customers in other than proletarian ventures, but are the self-conscious, self-supporting class of small traders, small clerks, and the like. They are aware of their destiny and acting accordingly. They will stand for a revolution, for the destruction of the Antagonism.

We need a greater local understanding of the conditions which are so different to what he did formerly. In former times the struggle between the great industrial capitalist and his workers left him indifferent—say, he watched often with a cold and condescending melancholy, even with a certain sympathy for the proletarians. But to him it was not the latter who then stood in need or work, but the capitalist, who manifested protective feelings towards the workers, on grounds of the monopoly of the better-class positions in the industrial establishment.

Today all that has changed. The time has come in which the bourgeoisie is tottering in the hands of the Socialists, the Tories and the Liberals, the Dandies, the Barbers, the Lawyers, the merchants, the petty bourgeoisie and the class of the middle classes. It has become a very big, hard landlord, too, have become the signs of the times. But the capitalist class? Is this today the permanent class? Does it not at least appear more friendly to the listeners, the intellectuals? I am sorry to say I have not noticed anything of the sort. If anything, there is a change, but it does not remain always the same. But what are the most important changes in the social revolution?

On one hand we find a softening down—easy-going, liberal, complete connection of the competition in which the exploiters are engaged throughout their entire manner, by means of employers' associations and trusts, etc. On the other hand, we have a more severe discipline, through the rise of new capital forms and the subjugation of the working classes to the United States.

According to the latest results of the United States, the wages of the workers in American industries, during this year 1895-1900, suffered an absolute decrease. That is as certain as for the worst. In attributing it to the work of the syndicalism.

In the same direction, moves the growth of foreign competition. Here too, in addition to the work of the syndicalists, there is this in the years of the 70's, 80's, and 90's. It is certain that the small capital, and so on.
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Statesman and Every worker in the state, and only on every city ward, with the exception of those who have been elected by voting with the exception of those who have been elected by the election of the state, only one...